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Guest Contribution 

Information Technology Research in the European Community 

Pieter Kritzinger 
Data Network Architectures Laboratory, Department of Computer Science, University of Cape 7own 

Private Bag, RONDEBOSCH, 7700 South Africa. e-mail: psk@cs.uct.ac.za , 

Abstract 

It has been said that one reason why the US and Japanese information technology industries are ahead of those in Europe is 
that, where these countries see opportunities, European industry and its customers see primarily risks. Recognising this as 
well as the strategic importance of information technology and integrated communications systems for the future economic 
development of Europe, the Community launched the first of several five year programmes in information technology and 
public communication systems in the mid-eighties. In this report we describe the main programme called ESPRIT, how it 
works and some of the results achieved to date. 

Introduction 

The European Community consists of 12 nations with a 
GNP ofUS$billion4 862 (1988 figures). By the year 2000 
the infonnation technology and electronics sector of the Eu
ropean Community is likely to become the largest industry, 
representing some 300 billion ECUs (1 ECU = R3,82) or 
6, 7% of GDP. With the major impact these enabling tech
nologies have on the competitiveness of the whole of a 
modem economy, Europe recognised very early that infor
mation technology is of crucial importance to the success of 
the planned, unified internal market and an essential factor 
in the Community's development strategy. 

At the same time however, the positive balance of trade 
of the European Community in information technology 
amounting to some ECU 1,7 billion in 1975 was declin
ing rapidly (it reached a deficit of almost ECU 22 billion 
at the end of 1988) and the Community decided something 
drastic had to be done. As a tesult it launched the First 
5 year European Strategic Programme for Research and 
Development in Information Technology or ESPRIT I. It 
started on January 1st 1984 with a budget of 1,5 billion 
ECUs. 

Table 1. The EC and Its top 3 partners In numbers (1988) 

West Germany 
France 

Italy 

EC 

USA 

Population GNP Per Capita 
(millions) (US$ billion) GNP (US$) 

61,0 1 120,0 18 400 
56,0 939,2 16 800 
S1,S 814,0 14 200 

325,1 

.248,0 

4 475,1 

4862,0 

13770 

19 600 

Source: US Department of State, Bureau of Public Affairs 

The overall strategic goal of ESPRIT was to provide the 
European information technology industry with the tech
nology base which it needs to become and stay competitive 
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with the US and Japan in the 1990s. In addition to this 
primary objective, two secondary objectives were defined, 
namely: 

• to promote cooperation in the information technology 
field between industries, universities and European re
search bodies on R&D projects up to pre-competitive 
level; i.e., prior to the development of commercial 
products, and · . 

• to contribute to the development of intemationai stan-
dards. 

At about the same time the crucial importance of public 
digital telecommunications to the future social and eco
nomic infrastructure of Europe was recognised. Conse
quently a separate Research and Development programme 
in Advanced Communications Technologies in Europe (or 
RACE) was launched in 1985 with a budget of ECU 1,1 
billion. The stated goal of this latter programme was 

• to introduce Integrated Broadband Communication 
(IBC) into the European Community taldng into 
account the evolving ISDN and national strategies 
while progressing towards Community-wide services 
by 1995. 

Both these programmes have since progressed to second 5 
year phases as, respectively, ESPRIT II with a budget of 
3,2 billion ECUs, and RACE II with 1,039 billion ECU. In 
the meanwhile ESPRIT III is in its initial planning phases. 

RACE is similar to ESPRIT in terms of its financing 
and organisation. Space does not allow us to detail all 
aspects of the programme in this report. 

Strategic Themes 

Although the ESPRIT programme broadly addresses the 
information technology and electronics industry, ESPRIT 
I bad 5 major strategic themes. 
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1. Microelectronics. This field was perceived as the key 
strategic area for information technology R&D in the 
future. 

2. SoftWare Technology. The stated goal of this research 
area was to do what was necessary to put the software 
development process on a sound engineering footing. 
Sub-areas were defined to deal with formal methods, 
development tools, management aspects, quality mea
surement and the development environment. 

3. Advanced Information Processing. This area covered 
knowledge-based systems, new computer architectures 
and speech- and image-processing. 

4. Office Systems. When initially conceived in 1984, this 
application area was viewed as of strategic importance 
for the efficiency of business throughout the Commu
nity. 

S. Computer Integrated Manufacturing. This area com
prised the total range of computer integrated manu
facturing activities, including: computer aided design 
(CAD), computer aided engineering (CAE), computer 
aided manufacturing (CAM), flexible machining and 
assembly systems, robotics, testing and quality con
trol. The area was selected for its potential impact on 
the methods and economies of production, particularly 
in the information technology industries, and also for 
the manufacturing industry in general. 

In addition, the Information Exchange System project was 
started with the twofold objective of 

• providing conununication services to ESPRIT partici
pants, both industrial and academic; and 

• encouraging the development and adoption of OSI 
standards. 

It is indicative of the experience gained in ESPRIT I and 
technology developments since it was started, to note how 
the strategic fields chosen for ESPRIT II differ from those 
of ESPRIT I. R&D in ESPRIT II is carried out in the fol
lowing four major areas: 
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1. Microelectronics was retained as the key strategic area 
for information technology R&D in the future. 

2. Information Processing Systems and Software. The 
work in this field will provide the fundamental and 
generic technologies which will support the develop
ment of information technology products expected on 
the market in the next decade. Thereby ESPRIT II 
recognised that information and its efficient use is not 
only a means of administration and conununication, 
but that it is part of an enterprise's competitive advan
tage. 

As an aside, it is interesting to note that, of the 30 
billion ECU expenditure on software and services in 
1989, about 50% was provided by the manufacturing, 
banking and other financial services. This is expected 
to remain true through to 1994, when the market is ex
pected to be worth 70 billion ECU. About one third of 
this market comprises customer services, consultancy, 
training and services while packaged software repre
sents about 40% of the market. The latter component 
is expected to increase to 50% of the market by 1994 
with services and training remaining constant at 30%. 

3. Advanced Business and Home Systems and Peripher
als. It is clear that information technology in the busi
ness environment is moving to advanced integrated 
systems capable of serving all the functions of the en
terprise in an integrated multimedia environment. The 
priorities for work in the Community documents reflect 
these salient points. 

4. Computer Integrated Manufacturing. The emp~is in 
this strategic area has not changed significantly from 
ESPRIT I to Il; 

In addition to the above, the Open Microprocessor systems 
Initiative ( OM/) was started in ESPRIT II. The major moti
vating factor for the Community was the 82% dependence 
on non-E.uropean sources for microcomponents, represent
ing 7 billion ECU in 1989 and which is expected to rise to 
16 billion ECU by 1994. 

Funding 

ESPRIT is an industrial progranune and it was not started 
for, or by, academics. The main driving force behind the 
ESPRIT I programme was industry, who first defined the 
research areas and then the goals and workplans. Industry 
was represented by the largest 12 information technology 
companies (known collectively as "'The Twelve") in Eu
rope. 

ESPRIT R&D projects are implemented by shared-cost 
research and technological development contracts, with the 
Community financial participation normally not exceeding 
50%. Universities and other research centres participating 
in shared-cost projects have the option of requesting, for 
each project, either 50% funding of total expenditure or 
100% funding of the additional marginal costs. ESPRIT 
projects have a maximum duration of 5 years but should 
normally be shorter. 

In the case of ESPRIT I, the Twelve received 50% 
of the ESPRIT budget and were involved in 70% of all 
projects. Small- to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) par
ticipated in 65% of the projects and received 14% of 
the funding. The funding allocation by sector participat
ing in ESPRIT I is illustrated by the chart in Figure 1. 

Large Companies 

SMEs 

Universities 

Figure 1. ESPRIT I funding allocation by panicipating 
sector 
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Basic Research 

While ESPRIT I made no special provision for basic re
search, ESPRIT II includes a sub-programme, with a bud
get of 130 million ECU, aimed at developing new knowl
edgeand expertise in the basic disciplines considered essen
tial to secure the long-term future of information technol
ogy in European. Some 62 projects have been selected to 
carry out basic research in areas such as super-conductivity, 
optical and neural computers, speech and image process
ing and so on. In all, 211 university laboratories, 57 re
search bodies and 17 industrial companies are participating 
in these projects. 

Apart from such projects, basic research activities also 
involve 

• Working Groups which are concerted efforts to im
prove the systematic exchange of information and for 
which short scientific visits and workshop are funded, 
or 

• Networks of Excellence which are composed of both 
academic and industrial teams geographically dis
tributed throughout the Community. These are set up 
to provide a aitical mass of complementary knowl
edge and expertise and to share limited and expensive 
resources. Funding for Networks of Excellence is re
stricted to the marginal costs of establishing the admin
istrative and communications infrastructure necessary 
to carry out the coordination. 

The evaluation aiteria for basic research projects are less 
specific about the value for market exploitation of the ex
pected results and more specific about confonnity with the 
basic ESPRIT technical objectives, inter-disciplinary na
ture and scientific calibre of the partners. 

Programme Man_agement 

Participation in the programme is solicited by a "call for 
proposals" made by a "consortium" comprising at least two 
participants or "partners" from different members within 
the Community 1 and usually no more than six - except for 
standards projects. 

The proposals are then evaluated by external experts 
who take account of the foUowing points in particular: 

• The impact and potential for industrial exploitation of 
the expected results of the project. 

• Eligibility of the partners. 
• Technical merit of the proposal including a justification 

of the proposed theories and methods. 
• Soundness of the proposal with regard to issues like the 

assessment of major technical risks and technological 
advances expected. 

• All proposals are scrutinized for human and organ
isational factors to ensure that the results would be 
appropriate for the intended user base. 

• Soundness of project plans with respect to the distri
bution of effort, clear and well defined roles for each 

partner, realistic timescales and the proposed 11181188C
ment structure and methods of supervision. 

Once a project has proceeded to contract signature2 it is 
periodically subjected to four different audits until its com
pletion: 

• A strategic audit is carried out periodically to exam
ine the evolution of the political, economic and social 
objectives in the light of world-wide strategic devel
opments. 

• An annual technical audit examines the progress of 
all projects which comprise the Programme. It is per
formed by a team of independent experts. 

• A programme management audit evaluates overall 
management performance as well as individual project 
management and deliverables. 

• The usual.financial audit is done to ensure the correct 
use of public money. 

Results 

A total of 227 projects were implemented during ESPRIT 
I. They involved 536 participating entities and some 3 000 
full-time researchers. 

• Of the 327 participating industrial companies, almost 
45% were firms employing fewer than 500 people and 
40% of those employed fewer than 50. SMEs were 
extremely active, being involved in more than half the 
projects and being responsible for more than 25% of 
the research work in 60% of the cases. 

• Nearly 200 universities and research institutes partic
ipated in approximately 70% of the projects. In more 
than half the cases, these scientific institutions were 
responsible for at least 25% of the work. 

Towards the end of ESPRIT I, nearly 165 projects had de
livered concrete results. Of those, 75 bad already helped to 
put specific products and services onto the market. while 
for another 60 projects, the research worked bad resulted 
in the transfer of technology for uses not directly linked to 
the project itself. 

One detailed example is work in the Information Pro
cessing Systems and Software sub-field which let to the 
definition of a reference model for CASE (computer-aided 
software engineering) tools that has been adopted by the 
European Computer Manufacturing Association (ECMA). 
This bas let to requests from the US National Institute 
of Standards and Technology to collaborate on the ECMA 
model as the basis for their own work on a reference model. 
Details about this and all other European Community re
search projects can be obtained from CORDIS mentioned 
below. 

ESPRIT I participants who were questioned about 
their perceived successes of the programme considered in
creased knowledge as the most important benefit (69%), 
foHowed by a belief that research goals more ambitious 
than would otherwise have been set, bad been reached. 

1 Partners in ESPRIT from outside the community are not eligible for financial support. A programme called EUREKA fosters extra-European research. 
20nly 20% of all proposed projects in the case of ESPRIT I. 
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There have been direct benefits in being able to cover a 
wider range of research topics quicker by sharing results 
with the project partners. 

A significant number of responses claimed a contri
bution either to existing products (35%) or new products 
(45% ). It was felt, however, that there needs to be a greater 
degree of concerted action by project te.ams and a sharper 
strategic focus on market opportunities while, simultane
ously, basic research must continue and even be increased. 

15% saw no direct benefit. 
Apart from technological reasons, ESPRIT and RACE 

were started, in the first instance, as Community pro
grammes to promote cooperation in the information tech
nology field between industries, universities and European 
research bodies on R&D projects. The extent to which this 
was achieved is thus an important criterion for measuring 
its technological successes. In this respect it is a general 
consensus that ESPRIT has indeed achieved a profound 
change in attitude in the Community. Cooperative, pre
competitive research and development is now a fonnula 
which is working effectively. 

Summary 

It is apparent from the many ESPRIT reports that some 
participants in ESPRIT I, particular those from the Twelve, 
were originally rather sceptical about the likely successes 
of the programme. No small reason for this was that they 
had no accord on the product priorities for the industry as 
a whole. 

Five years ago, the largest European companies viewed 

one another much more as competitors than collaborators. 
Five years later, however, apart from the major technolog
ical progress, a major, if not the major achievement is that 
there now exists a spirit of pre-competitive cooperation in 
the Community to the common advantage of all. 

ESPRIT bas become symbolic of the technological 
awakening of a European Community wishing to ensure 
its freedom to make the technological choices necessary 
for its own future prosperity. 

Further Information 

The European Community has set up an on-line informa
tion service to give quick and easy access to information 
on European Community research programmes. The Com
munity Research and Development Information Service 
(CORDIS) is at present offered free of charge and com
prises eight data-bases. 

More information and CORDIS registration forms can 
be obtained from 

ECHO Customer Service 
CORDIS Operations 

BP2373 
L-1023 Luxembourg 

Tel.: (+352)34 98 11 Fax.: (+352) 34 98 12 34 

Pieter Kritzinger is professor and currently head of the Computer 
Science Department at the University of Cape Town. During 
1992 he was on research and study leave at the University of 
Dortmund in Germany and was thus able to observe programmes 
like ESPRIT and RACE at close hand. 

Editor's Notes 

A number of the articles in this issue of the South African 
Computer journal are in the field of Infonnation Systems. 
Research in this area is beginning to blossom in the country. 
There are probably many more researchers in Information 
Systems than there are in Computer Science. It is hoped 
that not only academics, but also professional practitioners 
will submit articles. 

Research in this area normally falls into three main 
categories. The first of these is pure research. This is a 
difficult area. Few researchers make a contribution here, 
mostly because the theory progresses slowly. However, 
these articles are to be encouraged. The second category of 
research is the collection of information from a variety of 
people in the field by means of questionnaire or interview 
and the use of this data to formulate policy and trends. An 
important aspect of this research is In order to corroborate 
theories or to identify areas where new theories are needed, 
or old theories amended. This has proved to be a very 
fruitful area of research and many beneficial results have 
accrued from it. The third category of research is perfonn-

ing careful analysis on a specific Case Study. In this area 
the case under study will need to display something which 
is innovative, either in the system itself, or in the way it 
was implemented. The case will need to prove something 
new and important or to break grounds into areas which 
have not formally been addressed. 

All three types of work is worthy of publication if the 
results that they deliver are of benefit to the community 
which they serve. All three will be considered for publica
tion by this Journal. 

The journal divides into two sections. The primary sec
tion is involved with research while there also is a section 
on viewpoints and cmrunuriications. Articles submitted for 
the latter are not refereed, but can be included after study by 
the editors. On some occasions articles submitted for the 
research section have been found appropriate for this sec
tion. This policy also applies to articles in the Information 
Systems field. 

John Shochot 
Subeditor: lnfornuition Systems 

This issue wa" produced with the kind support of Soflware Collage (Pty) Ltd. 
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Communications and Reports 

Artificial Intelligence, Expert Systems and Business Computing: 
Is There a Problem? 

TD Crossman 
Business Information Systems, University of Natal, Durban 

Abstract 

Some sources suggest that the implementation of Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems applications (AUES) may create 
problems for the business sector. This article presents a management tool (based on the concept of accountability) which 
can be used to determine if an organization need expect inherent problems when installing these systems. The test shows 
that this is in fact the case. Its application reveals that different sets of problems are introduced into an organization 
depending on whether the AUES is regarded by the company's management as accountable/or the decisions it takes and/or 
the work that it does. Each set of problems demand skilled management to resolve. 
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Expert Systems, Accountability, Business Computing. 
Computing Review Categories: H.1.2, 1.2, K.O, K.7.m 

Received: October 1992, Accepted: December 1992, Final version: December 1992. 

1 Introduction: The Symptom of a Problem? 

The growth of the field of Artificial Intelligence and Ex
pert Systems (Al/ES) bas introduced a series of debates 
focused on the nature of these applications. The debates 
are characterized by claims, rebuttals ~d counter rebuttals 
concerning issues such as: 

• Is it appropriate to claim that a computer has a mind [11, 
p3], or that it can see [2, p93], or is able to think [3, 
p240], or is capable of introspection [4, p 155]? 

• Is speaking of artificial intelligence a violation of the 
real nature of human intelligence [5, Preface]? 

• Are there intelligent organisms in the brain which have 
properties which cannot be reproduced in a man-made 
machine [8, p236]? 

• Is the Turing Test a valid measure of any form of intel-
ligence [6, pl 16]? 

These arguments seem to have one thing in common. Con
sciously or unconsciously, the participants express opinions 
which reflect widely differing beliefs and philosophical per
ceptions (e.g. monists, humanists, determinists, material
ists). Agreement on individual issues is unlikely until the 
people involved in the arguments have resolved the differ
ences in their world-views. Attempts to determine which 
point of view should be accepted as the truth will take the 
debates to the centre of the mystery of human thinking, 
perception, belief and existence. 

It is likely that neither the topics nor the nature of the 
arguments immediately communicate their relevance to the 
business community. In fact, even if the debates could 
be limited to commercial computing, their philosophical 
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complexity is such that personnel from the business sector 
can expect a poor return on their investment of time and 
effort if they attempt to resolve the disagreements. Indeed, 
it may be argued that in the context of the business use of 
AI/ES, lhese debates are spurious. 

The scope and implications of the claims made by Ute 
debaters, however, may leave a lingering doubt in the minds 
of the managers, users and developers of Al/ES. Perhaps 
these debates are the symptom of a problem which demands 
some attention. 

2 The Real Problem 

From the business manager's perspective, the installing 
AI/ES introduces a range of issues to an organization which 
are related directly to the impact of these computer-based 
systems on the lines of accountability within the organiza
tion. The real problem, therefore, is related to the extent to 
which the use of AI/ES influences the company's account
ability structures. In some cases these structures may need 
to be redefined, or (in extreme cases) the structures may be 
fractured when an AI/ES is installed. This article suggests 
that managers will be advised to apply a test lo determine 
the extent to which the introduction of AI/ES into an orga
nization will create real business problems which demand 
careful management attention. 
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3 The Accountability Test 

The efficacy of the accountability test does not depend on 
any particular philosophical world-view. It can be applied 
to any agent active in the commercial sector without the 
need to become involved in the difficult debates which are 
directly associated with the growth of Al/ES technology. 

Fragments of the suggested test are found in the litera
ture. Michie and Johnston [10, p54], and Forester and Mor
rison [6, p122] make reference to the fundamental problem 
ofresponsibility(of doctors using medical expert systems). 
Waldorp [15, p4 and p8] refers to serious questions which 
may be asked concerning how much responsibility intelli
gent machines should be given. Johnson-Laird [9, p250] 
raises the question of intentionality in the context of devel
oping goal driven programs. 

The two key concepts identified in these opinions are 
those of 'responsibility' and 'intention'. 

1. At some point in the business environment a person 
acting in a management role needs to ensure that the 
work being done is satisfactory and that the decisions 
taken are appropriate. This is the act of management 
controlling[l, pl19]. One method of doing this is 
by securing an obligation from each employee at each 
level of the organization to be responsible for a particu
lar set of ta<;ks [l, pl09]. Provided the agents are given 
the appropriate authority to complete those tasks suc
cessfully, and once that obligation has been accepted, 
the agents become accountable to their manager for 
their performance. 

Allen has pointed out that it is axiomatic in organi
zational processes that levels of responsibility should 
be directly linked to levels of authority. He makes 
the point that agents cannot be responsible for doing 

' work or making decisions associated with the positions 
they hold, unless they are also given the commensurate 
powers and rights necessary to do the work or make 
the decisions. He calls this the 'appropriate authority' 
of the position [1, ppI07-109]. 

2. It is widely held that unless there is an element of choice 
associated with a course of action which demonstrates 
an intention, it is not appropriate to either praise or 
blame an agent for that action [11, pp270-314][12, 
p6]. Therefore, to be held accountable for an act, the 
agent must have had the opportunity to choose between 
alternatives. 

The suggested test uses these two factors of 'appropriate 
authority', and 'the possibility of making a choice' as cru
cial parameters. By identifying the extent to which an agent 
has 'authority' and is able to make 'choices' within an orga
nization, it can be determined if the agent has an obligation 
to perform certain work and/or make particular decisions. 
It is the presence of this obligation which makes that agent 
'accountable' for decisions taken and/or work done. The 
application of this test specifically to AI/ES makes it possi
ble to identify whether their introduction into the business 
sector introduces any problems associated with account
ability which must either be managed around or avoided. 
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4 Accountable or Not Accountable 

Although it may be argued differently in other circum
stances (e.g. the legal profession), in this context there can 
be only two possible answers to this test - either the agents 
are accountable, or the agents cannot be held accountable 
for their work/decisions. The binary nature of the answe.r 
to the test avoids any possibility of philosophic difficulties, 
debates or disagreements. 

There is, however, a criticism which could be levelled 
against the accountability test. It could be said that it is 
invalid to use a test to assess if there are problems associated 
with the commercial use of specific computer applications, 
if this test is based on a variable of 'accountability' (which 
may be regarded as an exclusively human characteristic). 

Precedents have been set which show that account
ability is attributed beyond the human domain. Two il
lustrations can be given to show that the test does not 
automatically discriminate against all but human agents. 

Fmtly, it is noted that tradition recognizes police dogs 
for bravery displayed in the line of their duty by the award
ing of a medal (e.g. 'Waldo', Daily News, Durban, 27 
July 1992 and 'Grunter', Daily News, Durban, 15 July 
1992). Obviously these honours only make sense if the 
animals could have avoided particular actions by deciding 
to choose others. Accountability simply does not apply to 
agents whose actions are beyond their control, (whether the 
agent is human, or not [12, p6]). 

Secondly, sometimes people in the business sector 
blame the computer for mistakes in accounts or statements 
or orders. Whether the blame is appropriately directed or 
not, this evidence shows that perceptions certainly exist 
supporting the idea that computers can be regarded as ac
countable. (e.g. The Star, Johannesburg, 6 Feb 1981 and 
Computing South Africa, Johannesburg, 2 Sept, 1985). 

In spite of this possible criticism, therefore, this test is 
presented as a business tool to help those who manage in 
the business sector to determine the real problems which 
may be created by installing AI/ES. Both the nature and 
the extent of the problems are influenced by ·the outcome 
of the test. 

5 Outcome One: Computer-based Systems 
Not Accountable 

When the accountability test is applied to computer-based 
systems, one possible result is that the system cannot be 
(or is not) held accountable for the decisions it makes or 
the work it does. If this be so for any particular case then 
it is contended that, for that case, two conclusions can be 
drawn. 

1. The first conclusion is that, because human members 
of an organization are held accountable for the deci
sions they take and the work that they do (but un
der these circumstances the computer- based system is 
not), there must be some difference between the two 
agents. This difference is sufficiently fundamental to 
suggest that the use of any AI/ES in the business sec-
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tor runs the risk of fulfilling Dreyfus and Dreyfus' [5, 
Preface] fears that an AI/ES is likely to generate false 
optimism and unrealistic expectations both in terms of 
its being an expert, and in terms of its value to an orga
nization. For example, a company may use an AI/ES 
to analyze and interpret financial statements [14, pp96-
98]. Typically this type of application would be used 
to assess the financial viability of a supplier who is 
offering a long-term contract. If the employees in the 
Finance Department of the organization use the output 
of the AI/ES application in addition to their own ideas 
and experience (to identify additional clues from the 
footnotes, or to interpret reported exceptions in the fi
nancial statement), the computer-based system has not 
been given the authority to be held accountable for the 
final decision that is made. Any thought of it being 
regarded as an 'expert' is, therefore, undermined. This 
type of unfulfilled expectations from a computer-based 
infonnation system contributes to the widening of the 
credibility gap which often exists between users and 
systems implementors [13, p18]. 

2. The second conclusion drawn from the finding that the 
computer-based system cannot be held accountable, 
causes as much concern. If the results of computer 
processing are accepted by the members of an orga
nization as authoritative, but the computer system is 
not regarded as accountable for its decisions or work, 
then there is potential within that company for organi
zational problems to develop. 

These problems arise because at least two thing hap
pen. On the one hand, management cannot ensure that 
the agents at each level of the organization will be 
accountable for their own work and their own deci
sions [I, pl36]. On the other hand, the lines of ac
countability which form the structure of an organiza
tion will be fractured if an agent ha., the JX1wer to make 
decisions (or perform any form of work) within that 
organization, but is not accountable to any managerial 
authority for those actions. 

When this occurs, there is the possibility that (know
ingly or unintentionally) the authority may be misdi
rected. Whatever the actual rea,;on, the agent's be
haviour is outside the control of the organization's 
management. The problems which can then be ex
pected will be similar to those generated by the con
troversy between organized labour and management. 
concerning the demand for a minimum wage. While 
the one agent has the authority to make the demand, 
the other agent (who cannot withdraw that authority to 
make the demand) is accountable for any resultant loss 
ofjobs[7,p280]. 

6 Outcome 1\vo: Computer-based Systems 
Accountable 

The other possible answer to the accountability test is that 
the computer system is held accountable for the decisions 
made or the work done. This will be the ca'ie in an orga-
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nization where management is sufficiently confident in the 
decision-making power of the system to delegate to it the 
authority n~ for it to be held accountable. 

This situation, too, has problems associated with iL 
There is nothing in the rules which says AI/ES has to be 
benign. Consequently, the use of AI/ES applications un
der these circumstances becomes a rich source of ethical 
dilemmas and difficulties. 

I. Whether it is intended or not, each AI/ES to which 
accountability and authority is given, will embody in 
its design a set of values, assumptions and purposes 
which will reflect on the company using the system, 
and on its management. Among the positive aspects of 
using AI/ES is the claim that computer-based systems' 
assessments and judgements are consistent, perfectly 
fairandfreeofindividualprejudice[15,p242]. Itneeds 
to be asked, however, if the possibility exists that those 
systems which are able to adapt will copy some of the 
imperfections of human behaviour as they evolve [3, 
p257]. Michie argues that, because it is not always 
possible to tell everyone the truth, AI/ES will have to 
be taught at least one imperfection, and that is how to 
lie [6, pl27]. If they are designed so that this can be 
achieved, which other imperfections will a company 
want the systems to copy? Autocracy? Prejudice? 
Deceit? Aggression? Unreliability? If the policy is 
adopted to instal an AI/ES which should not learn any 
such human imperfections, how will the developers 
ensure that this will not happen? 

If computer applications used in the business sector 
are to be regarded as accountable agents, these issues 
need careful consideration. Waldorp contends that per
haps what is needed in the discipline of AI/ES is a 
theory and practice of machine ethics (in the spirit of 
Asimov's laws of robotics) to provide some guidelines 
to both AI/ES developers and users [15, p248]. This 
is needed because a direct consequence of computer
based systems possibly passing the accountability test 
is that those who specify systems requirements, those 
who develop the systems and those who use the imple
mented system, face coming to tenns with this added 
area of significant ethical complexity. 

2. The second problem associated with the possibility of 
computer-based systems passing the accountability lest 
comes into focus by extending Waldorp's scenario of 
an expert system performing the functions of a bank 
loan officer [15, p242]. He envisages applicants for 
loans silting at tenninals linked to the bank's computer, 
answering questions about their current financial sta
tus. The AI/ES will verify each answer automatically 
through a network which links to other organization's 
databases. Finally, the system makes the decision on 
whether the applicants qualify for a loan or not. The 
illustration can be extended by focusing on some pos
sible reactions to the system and the possibility of re
ceiving a negative decision. 

If the client's loan application is rejected and there is 
no opportunity to query the decision, then there could 
be negative consequences for both the clients and the 
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company. 
(a) It is understandable if the client is acutely dis

satisfied because there is no access to a higher 
court of appeal (which would afford the opportu
nity to discuss the reasons for the rejection, or to 
present further information in a forum where the 
application may be ~sed). 

(b) Inadvertently, the company could be building 
an image of itself as being mechanistic, imper
sonal, autocradc and unsympathetic to particular 
clients' needs. 

3. In this illustration, the human bankers also face the 
possibility of becoming frustrated. 

(a) If it were company policy to allow the decision 
of the expert system to be reconsidered by the 
employees who provide a higher court of appeal, 
it would be understandable if the employees re
garded the expert system as nothing more than a 
'decision support system'. In essence this is what 
it will be. 

(b) If, however, the decision of the expert system 
could not be changed by the employees, then the 
employees face a situation where they do not need 
to develop their own expertise to take calculated 
business risks. Not having the opportunity to 
develop decision-making skills reflects directly 
on the employees' motivation, effectiveness and 
growth within the organimtion [1, p149]. 

Waldorp argues that many people are deeply concerned 
about the kind of environment which could evolve as a 
direct consequence of these circumstances. He fears that a 
world in which there has been an abdication of the basis of 
employee effectiveness to computers (or other machines) 
will itself become like a machine- cold, rigid and unfeeling, 
a climate which diminishes freedom, individuality and the 
creativity of people. . To emphasize the point he quotes 
computer scientist J Weizenbaum of M I T: 

"..... as time goes by, people's poverty of inner 
resources will be rendered invisible by the hu
manly irrelevant power of their plastic cards. Great 
masses of people will live out their lives alternat
ing between the imperatives of the machines at 
work, and in their free time suckling at the breao;t 
of the great bitch entertainment." [15, p5] 

This may occur whether it is felt that the commercial com
puter industry should be involved in the philosophical de
bates raised by the use of AI/ES in business, or not. Which 
other set of problems need to be addressed depends on the 
extent to which organi:zations attempt to make computer
based systems accountable. 

7 Conclusion 

It is contended here that the real problems which the busi
ness sector need to resolve when it uses AI/ES are not re
lated directly to the philosophical debates surrounding the 
evolving technology. The real problems can be identified 
by applying the accountability test to the Al/ES. This test 
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simply determines if a computer-based system is regarded 
as accountable within the organi7.ational structure for the 
decisions it takes and/or thew~ that it does. 

If the Al/ES is specifically excluded from the com
pany's accountability structures, then two sets of problems 
need attention. Firstly, care must be taken by those in
volved in Al/ES application development not inadvertently 
to build expectations in organi7.ations or the public, which 
cannot be met. If the AI/ES applications are not really 'ex
pert' (in the same way as a human expert is 'expert'), it may 
be wise rather to label them 'decision support systems' to 
avoid being accused of deception. Secondly, management 
problems must be expected if a pocket of authority without 
any accountability to control the base of power, is allowed 
to exist in an organi7.ation. 

Should accountability be given to Al/ES applications 
in an organi7.ation, problems can be expected from two 
other sources. F"arstly, three additional decisions need to 
be made during systems development. The first decision 
concerns the ethical base on which the computer system's 
decision-making process will be built; the second decision 
concerns who will specify the actual ethical rules; and then 
the developers need to decide bow the specification will 
be built into the Al/ES. Secondly, cogni7.ance needs to be 
taken of the long-term consequences of employees being 
driven by the imperatives of a machine. If employees are 
made consistently subservient to the computer, this could 
lead to the erosion of their inner resources and so develop 
a negative effect on their creativity, their ability to take 
business risks and eventually their individuality. 

The field provides significant opportunities for close 
cooperation between practitioners and academics from mul
tiple disciplines to resolve these problems. 
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